Specially formulated for fiber cement boards — Duracolor™ FC Exterior Finish provides maximum durability and mar resistance.

- Ideal for use on properly prepared fiber cement boards and trim
- Provides one-coat hiding on properly prepared substrates
- Product is applied by brush coating, spray and vacuum coater
- Satin-like sheen
- 100% acrylic latex
- Available in 5-gallon containers

4 Bases:
- White/Pastel
- Mid Tone
- Deep Tone
- Deep Rustic

7 Ready-Mix colors:
- Cape Cod Gray
- Linen White
- Monterey Gray
- Outside White
- Safari Beige
- Sandstone
- Taupe

Requires 96 line colorants for tinting

Carries a 25-year warranty* when two coats are applied
Carries a 15-year warranty* with one-coat application

*See limited warranty for further details.
DURACOLOR FC TOPCOAT — RIGOROUSLY TESTED AGAINST THE COMPETITION

High-Film Build

FEATURE: High-Volume Solids
FUNCTION: Increased Film Build
BENEFIT: One Coat Coverage, Better Hiding

Duracolor FC
Leading Competitor

Test paints were applied by brush at equal weight to fiber cement substrate. The panels were heat-dried and when dry, the panels were cut, sanded smooth and photographed at 160x magnification.

Flexibility

Duracolor FC Topcoat was applied to a metal panel for the Mandrel Bend Test – the Duracolor FC topcoat provides outstanding flexibility and does not crack under extreme pressure.

Durability

Fiber cement panels were topcoated with Duracolor FC and tested against leading competitors in extreme conditions in an accelerated weathering scenario (5,000 hours). Duracolor FC outperforms the competition with better durability and color fastness.

Resistance to Chalking

Fiber cement boards were exposed to accelerated weathering for a period of 5,000 hours. The Duracolor FC topcoat shows no signs of chalking while the two leading competitors show moderate to significant chalking.

Burnish

Duracolor FC Topcoat provides better burnish resistance in side-by-side testing vs the leading competitor.